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Educating a child is similar to 
cultivating a tree. In both cases, 
the objective is to provide for  
their needs to coax out the 

potential that they have.
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Dear Friends:

Every day, I see hardworking Latino families from immigrant 
communities trying to better themselves. They may lack job training 
and live in conditions we cannot begin to imagine, but they are eager 
to lift their children out of these circumstances by providing them 
with a quality education.  

For over 150 years, Catholic schools in the Diocese of Grand Rapids 
have educated the children of immigrants struggling to start a new 
life.  San Juan Diego Academy carries on that mission-school tradition 
by serving the needs of Latino children, and they do it very well.

SJDA has developed a college-going culture that gives young 
Latinos hope and the drive to succeed. The San Juan Diego 
Academy Promise assures Latino families in need will continue to 
have access to this quality Catholic education. Please join me in 
supporting the Promise Campaign to sustain this school and its 
mission.

Sincerely, 

Richard J. Lacks, Jr.
Honorary Chairman
The San Juan Diego Academy Promise
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“We already allow well-to-do 
families to send their children to 
religious schools. We shouldn’t 
prevent disadvantaged groups 

from sending their kids to 
religious schools just because 
they do not have the financial 

means.”
Corey A. DeAngelis 
Cato Institute, 2018

     “A quality education is one of the few things that won’t  depreciate over time; with three and five year pledges at its  
      center, the San Juan Diego Academy  Promise is an excellent capital investment.”

Join the SJDA Promise and watch as more than 200  children thrive academically and spiritually each year.



“Catholic elementary school 
students, regardless of race, sex, or 
socioeconomic status, have more 

self-control and self-discipline than 
their peers enrolled in either public 

schools or non-Catholic private 
schools.”

Thomas B. Fordham Institute, 2018

SJDA students score as much as 81 points higher 
on standardized reading tests when compared with 
students at area charter and public schools serving 
a similar population. Math scores indicate a similar 
trajectory.

Because the Latino children our school serves 
are from the most impoverished neighborhoods 
surrounding the Grandville Corridor of Wyoming 
and Grand Rapids, their education options are 
severely limited.  Without the opportunity to attend 
San Juan Diego they might never aspire to college, 
and, in fact, may drop out before finishing high 
school, as nearly one-third of all Michigan Latino 
students already do.

At a time when the Latino population is growing,  
the quality of their education is serious business. 
Each child educated at San Juan Diego Academy 
has a better chance to achieve academic excellence, 
enter the workforce well-prepared, and positively 
influence our Church, community, and the diverse 
global economy.

     “A quality education is one of the few things that won’t  depreciate over time; with three and five year pledges at its  
      center, the San Juan Diego Academy  Promise is an excellent capital investment.”

Join the SJDA Promise and watch as more than 200  children thrive academically and spiritually each year.

Mike Ruggeri, SJDA Promise Co-Chair



The San Juan Diego Academy Promise has  
three components.

The Children’s Promise Goal: $1.25 million
• Provides tuition relief during the critical K-8 years by capping out-of-pocket tuition at 5% of earnings 

for very low-income families
• Anticipates staffing needs and competitive compensation practices
• Creates operational solvency on a predictable basis through a program of multi-year pledges

The Endowment Promise Goal: $1.25 million
• Provides annual funding for staff enrichment, student field trips, library services and extracurriculars 

like sports and drama club
• Paves the way for San Juan Diego Academy’s second decade of success

The Capital Promise Goal: $500,000
• Installs alarm systems and secures the lobby
• Modernizes the classroom heating system
• Improves lighting and upgrades the teachers’ lounge
• Installs a gymnasium floor and ADA compliant restroom

San Juan Diego Academy Promise Campaign total: $3 million

       “By supporting the SJDA  Promise, you are making a quality Catholic education  
accessible to families  living  in poverty and profoundly altering lives 

                              … individually, generationally, and forever.” 



Make the San Juan Diego 
Academy Promise 
With  a one-time cash gift

With a multiple-year pledge payable over 
three to five years

With a gift of appreciated assets (stocks)

With a gift in a will or trust

For more information please contact San Juan Diego Academy at  
(616) 243-1126 or visit sanjuandiegoacademy.com

Touch the lives of hundreds of 
Latino families.

       “By supporting the SJDA  Promise, you are making a quality Catholic education  
accessible to families  living  in poverty and profoundly altering lives 

                              … individually, generationally, and forever.” 
Dave Burgess, SJDA Promise Co-Chair



San Juan Diego Academy is a 501 (c) (3) not for profit organization.

1650 Godfrey SW, Wyoming, MI  49509
(616) 243-1126 

sanjuandiegoacademy.com

In partnership with family, parish, and the greater community, San Juan Diego Academy educates, mentors, 

and inspires Latino children to achieve academic excellence and live their Catholic faith.

SJDA Promise Campaign costs have been generously underwritten by the Wege Foundation.

Promise


